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Let R be a Noetherian domain and R[X] a polynomial ring. Let a be an
element of an algebraic field extension L of the quotient field K of R and let
7r: R[X] -* R[a] be the iZ-algebra homomorphism sending X to a. Let <pa(X)
be the monic minimal polynomial of a over if with deg<pa(X) = d and write
WaK* j — A + 7/iA + " ' + Tjd
Then ^ (1 < i < d) are uniquely determined by a. Let IVi := R :r ty = { a €
R\ arfiE R} and /[a] := f|f=i /w. It is easy to see that I[a] = R[X] :R ^a(X).
We say that a is an anti-integral element over # if Ker(7r) = /[a]<^a(X)jR[X]. For
/(J\f) G R[X], let C(f(X)) denote the ideal of fi generated by the coefficients of
f(X). For an ideal J of JR[X], let C(J) denote the ideal generated by the coef
ficients of the elements in J. If a is an anti-integral element, then C(Ker(7r)) =
C(I[a](pa(X)R[X]) = /w(l, tiu ..., rid). Put Jw := /w(l, qu...,%). If Jw g p
for all p e Dp^fi) := {p G Spec(i2) | depth jRp = 1}, then a is called a super-
primitive element over R. It is known that a super-primitive element is an
anti-integral element ([OSY,(1.12)]). It is known that any algebraic element
over a Krull domain R is anti-integral over R ([OSY,(1.13)]).
Our objective is to investigate when an element a G L is anti-integral or
super-primitive over R.
In this paper, we fix the following notation in addition to the definitions
mentioned above unless otherwise specified :
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Let R be a Noetherian domain with quotient field K. Let L be an algebraic
field extension of K and let a be an element in L which is of degree d over K.
Let y>a(X) := Xd + r}iXd~x H V rjd denote the minimal polynomial of a over
K (that is, 7]i e K).
Our general reference for unexplained technical terms is [M].
We begin with the following definitions :
Definition 1. For an ideal /, let H(I) := / :k I, which is an over-ring of
R.
Definition 2. For a 6 L, let
R(a) := R[a] fl R[a'x]
and
D(a) := R © /[<*]& © • • • © /[a]Crf-i (as ^-modules),
where 0 := a1' + Vi^1 + Vrjiiov i (1 < i < d - 1).
Remark 1. #(a), 7^(i?) and D(a) are integral over R. (cf. [OSY])
The proof of the following lemma is obtained from the proof of [OKY,Lemma
4] and that of [KY,Theorem 1] without the assumption that a is anti-integral
over R.
Lemma 3. Under the same situation as in Definition 2, D(a) is a subring
of R(a) and they are birational i.e., D(a) and R(a) have the same quotient fields
K(a).
Proof. When d = 1, D{a) = R.
Assume that d = 2. Note Ci = a+»?i and hence C? = &(Q:+J?i) = <*Ci+*7iCi =
C2 - m + V1C1 = V1C1 ~ V2 (here C2 = 0).
Assume that d = 3. Note Ci = « + t]i, (2 = «Ci + V2 and C3 = «C2 + %• Thus
Ci = Ci(o + ^l) = «Ci + »7iCi = C2 ~ m + ^lCi,
C2C1 = C2(« + »7i) = «Cz + C2»7i = C3 - »7a + »7iC2 = -»te + ^lCa and
CI = C2(<*Cl + %) = (aCa)Cl + C2»?2 = (Cs - »?3)Cl + C2»?2 = -I^Cl + »?2C2
ause £3 = 0.
Assume that d > 3. Note first that r/o := 1, Co := 1, Crf = 0 and C«+i =
ad + ^t+i* Now we compute C»Ci atS follows :
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= Ct(<*Cj-i + %)
= O+2C1-2 -
= Ct+20-2 ~ (%+2Cj-2 + 1/t+lCj-l) + OfoCi + %-lCi+l)
(i) Repeat the above process, we have
i i-i
dCj = Ct+iCo - X) W+tCi-t + X3
*=i 3=0
that is,
3-1
(ii) Put £:=i+j- d. Then j <i <d yields * < d - 1 and j - * > 1. Thus
continuing the above process yields
j-t j-*-i
CtCj = Cdd-Ylty+tQ-t +
that is,
c«c? = - XI w+tCj-* + XI %-sCt+s-
t=l a=0
Thus we have I[a]CiI[a)Ci = ^[a]CtO € D{a). Hence for ^,76 D(a), we have
^ + 7,07 € ^(a), which shows that D(a) is a subring of J?[a],
Next, it is obvious that D^a) C jR(a). Take Ci = a + *7i € !>(«)• Then
a = Ci - 7i 6 K(D{a)). So we have /T(a) = K(D{a)) C
Definition 4. For a 6 L, definie :
Ant(a) :={cG/?\(0) | R(a)[l/c] = D(a)[l/c] } U {0}
and
Sup(a) := { c 6 fl \ (0) | H(I[a])[l/c] = fi[l/c] } U {0}.
The set Ant(a) is called an obstruction of anti-integrality of a over R and the
set Sup(a) is called an obstruction of super-primitiveness of a over R.
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Theorem 5, For a G L,
(1) Ant(a) is an radical ideal of R which contains the ideal I[a] ;
(2) for p G Spec(i2), Ant(a) £ p if and only if a is an anti-integral element
over Rp ;
(3) the following conditions are equivalent :
(3.i) a is anti-integral over R,
(3.ii) Ant(a) = R,
(3.iii) Ant(a) % p for all p G Spec(JS),
(3.iv) Ant(a) g p for all p G
Proof. (1) First take a, 6 G Ant(a) and put c := a + 6. Take x G R(a).
Then R(a)[l/a] = D{a)[l/a] and i?(a)[l/6] = D(a)[l/b]. So there exists n G N
such that anx G D(a) and bnx G £(a). Thus we have c2nx = (a + b)2n =
£,.+i=2na'&>S = E^=2n,t>n«^^ + Et+j=2n,i>n^^ G D{a) + D[a) = Z?(tt),
which implies that c2n# G i)(a) and hence x G Z>(a)[l/c]. Therefore Ant(a) is an
ideal of R. Secondly, since R(a)[l/e] = R(a)[l/en] and D(a)[l/c] = D(a)[l/en]
for every n G N. So Ant(a) is a radical ideal. Thirdly, take a non-zero a G /[«].
Then /[a][l/a] = R[l/a]. Hence ^a(X) G R[l/a][X], that is, f/t- G R[l/a] for
all i (1 < i < d). Since deg((^a(X)) = rf, a is integral over i?[l/a]. Thus
a G B[l/a][f7i,...,iw_i] = I)(a)[l/a]. So we have B(a)[l/a] C B[a][l/a] C
D(a)[l/a] C /2(o:)[l/a] and hence R(a)[l/a] = Z)(a)[l/a], which shows that
a G Ant(a). Therefore we have I[a] C Ant(a).
(2) Let p G Spec(/?)« Assume that Ant(a) g p. Then there exists a G Ant(a)\p
such that R(a)[l/a] = JD(tt)[l/a]. Then B(a)p = (i?(a))P. Take f(X) G Ker(Tr).
with n := deg(/(X))(> rf). Put f{X) := a0Xn + axX^1 + . •. + an £ R[X].
Then aoan + ai^"1 + • • ■ + an = 0 and hence aoa^""1 + aiad"2 + • • • + ad_i =
-(<fc,(l/a)+- • -+an(l/a)n-d) G fl<a)p = Bp(a> = (£>(a))P = Rp®(I[a})p(i& ' •©
(/[a])PCd-i- Thus we have a0 G (/[«])?. Consider /2(^) := /(X)-aov?Or(A')Arn"d.
Then deg(/2(A')) < n — 1 and ^(A") G Ker(7r). By induction on n, we have
(Ker(7r))p C I[a]<pa(X)Rp[X]. Hence Ker(7r)p = I[a]iPa(X)Rp[X], which shows
that a is anti-integral over Rp. Conversely, assume that a is anti-integral over
Rp. Then Rp(a) = (D(a))P by [KY,Theorem 1]. Since (D{a))p is a finitely
generated Rp-module, so is Rp(a). Thus there exists a G R \ (0) such that
(3) (3.i) <*=> (3.ii) : Since a is anti-integral over Rp for every p G Spec(/2), we
have Ant(a)p = Rp by (2). Thus Ant(a) = R. The converse implication is
obvious. (3.iii) <=*► (3.ii) is obvious. (3.iv) ^ (3.ii) follows from [SOY,Theorem
2]. Q.E.D.
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The result (3) of Theorem 5 yields the following corollary, which is seen in
[KY].
Corollary 5.1. An element a € L is anti-integral over R if and only if
R(a) = R® Jwd 0 • • • 8 /WCj-i(= 0(«)).
Remark 2. If A is normal then R(a) = R © I[a]Ci © • • • © /[«]&-i(= D{a)).
(cf. [
Theorem 6. For a € L,
(1) Sup(a) is an radical ideal of R which contains the ideal I[a] ;
(2) forp € Spec(fl), Sup(cx) g p if and only if a is a super-primitive element
over Rp ;
(3) The following conditions are equivalent :
(3.i) a is super-primitive over R,
(3.ii) Sup(a) = R,
(3-iii) Sup(a) g p for all p e Spec(R),
(3.iv) Sup(a) % p for all p <=
Proof. (1) Taie a € Jw. Then ^(/w)[l/a] = n(I[al[l/a\) = i?[l/a]. So
a € Sup(a) and hence /w C Sup(a). In the same manners as in the proof of
Theorem 5(1), we can show that I[a] is a radical ideal of R.
(2) By using [OSY,Theorem 2.11] instead of [KY,Theorem 1], our conclusion is
obtained in the same manners as in Theorem 5(2).
(3) The equivalences (3.i) <& (3.ii) <& (3.iii) follow from the same argument as
in Theorem 5(3), and the equivalence (3.i) <£► (3.iv) follows from [OSY,Theorem
1.12].
From Theorems 5 and 6, we have the following result.
Theorem 7. Let a € L. Then
AssR(R/Ant(a)) C
and
As3R(R/Sup(a)) C
Remark 3. Sup(a) C Ant(a). In fact, if a is super-primitive over R then
a is anti-integral over R by [OSY,(1.12)J.
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Put In := { a 6 R | a G R is the leading coefficient of some polynomial
f(X) 6 Ker(7r) of degree n }. Note that Ker(7r) contains no polynomial of
degree less than d = [K(a) : K). If f(X) G Ker(7r), then Xf(X) G Ker(;r) and
deg(Xf(X)) = deg(/(X)) -f 1. Hence we have an ascending chain :
Since R is a Noetherian doamin, the above chain stops, that is, In = /n+1 =
for some large n. Put /<*> := In-
Proposition 8* Under the above notation,
(i) U = /[-];
(2) for p 6 Spec(i?), a is anti-integral over Rp if and only ifp^Id -r I<x>-
Proof (1) Take a G I[a], Then there exists a polynomial f(X) = aXd +
axXd'1 + ••• + ad e Ker(?r). Since F(a) = 0 and deg(f(X)) = rf, we have
f(X) = a<pa(X) e R[X]. Thus a G /w. Conversely, let a^a(X) G #[X]. Then
aG/^ and hence /[a] C /^. Therefore we have /«* = /[aj.
(2) (=$►) : Assume that a G L is anti-integral over jRp. Then the kernel of
7TP := 7T ®h Rp • -RpW ~> ^p[a] is generated by some polynomials of degree
d := [ff(a] K). Hence (/[a,)p = (/oo)p. Thus p^Id:R 1^
(^=) : Assume that Id :r Ico % P with p G Spec(/2). Since (Id)p = (/oo)P?
Ker(TTp) is generated by some polynomial of degree d. So a is anti-integral over
R^. [Indeed, if (h(X),..., /n(X))i?p[X] = Ker(7rp) with deg(/<(X)) = d for all
i, then fi(X) = a^^X) with ag- G i2, where 9?t(X) denotes the monic polynomial
in K[X]. Since deg(<pi(X)) = rf and &(<*) = 0, ^i(X) = • • • = ^n(X). Thus
Ker(7rp) = (al9..., an)<p1(X)Rp[X]. So we have (a!,..., an)i^ = I[a]Rp-]
Combining Theorem 5 and Proposition 8, we have the following result.
Corollary 8.1. Ant(a) = y/Id :r /<»♦
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